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using a Closed Loop Regulation 
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Motivation  
To perform 3D laser material microprocessing efficiently, two devices are utilized. A 
scanhead is used to deflect the focal spot in the x- and y-axis. To shift the focal spot along 
the z-axis, current methods rely on shifting the workpiece using ultra-precise axes or a 
device in which a series of lenses are moved using either a galvanometer or linear motor. 
Alternatively, the company Optotune AG, a recent spin-off of ETHZ, has developed a 
tuneable lens which can change its focal length (flens = 50-160) by varying the input current 
(I ≤ 400 mA) . Using this tuneable lens with a lens, one can possess the ability to shift the 
focal spot. This results in a user-friendly, compact, extremely inexpensive and precise 
apparatus for focus shifting purposes. A functional prototype has already been created and is 
currently operating at the IWF laser microprocessing lab. To improve accuracy and stability, 
a unique probe laser and 4-quadrant diode closed loop regulation system is necessary. 

  

                   
 

 
 
Task 

• Literature review: lasers, focus shifting devices and regulation methodologies 
• Implement a closed-loop regulation system to maintain stable tuneable lens functionality 
• Test robustness of regulation system 
• Redesign and manufacture the focus shifting device for commercial applications 
• Documentation 

 
 

Peripherals 
The project offers insight into hands-on experimentation and control systems. A picosecond 
laser, scanheads and optical components are available in our laser micromachining lab at 
Technopark Zurich. An ideal candidate may have interest in laser technology and control 
systems. Previous knowledge in one or more of the above mentioned fields is preferred, but 
not mandatory. Assistance from the company Optotune AG will also be provided. Time to 
become familiar with the topic will be given. Documentation may be in English or German. 
Teamwork available. 
 

Start 
As soon as possible or upon agreement 
 
Contact 
Gregory Eberle    PFA H43  044 633 79 47  eberle@iwf.mavt.ethz.ch   
Josef Stirnimann   CLA G7   044 632 31 73  stirnimann@inspire.ethz.ch 

Fig. 3: 4-quadrant-diode used for 
feedback control [Laser Components]  
 

Fig. 1: Optotune 
tuneable lens 

Fig. 2: Tuneable lens prototype 
at Technopark, Zurich 
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